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 Monopoly by Parker Brothers, the classic Hasbro board game, now available on your iPad! Discover, build, and buy properties,
hotels, and railways to roll the dice and gain control of the board. Free Game Features. Battles, board-wide and property-wide.
The ultimate goal is to control all of the properties in the game and become the richest player! Custom Board and Dice: Create
your own custom board and customize the play area, dice, and even the board game's sides. Game-Modes: Build, Battle, and

Watch: Create and build the ultimate Monopoly empire by acquiring properties, hotels, railways, and symbols. Battles - Defend
against your opponents' attacks and defense all while building the perfect Monopoly board. Watch the struggle as each player

claims victory. Property Customization: Buy and sell properties, upgrades, and get control of all the streets, hotels, and trains in
the game. Customize your board to fit your personality and style. Game Play: Roll the dice and get control of the board with

each player taking their turn. Place a property on the board, buy an upgraded property or railway, or destroy a property to take
its cost away and gain power. Design your own board! Enjoy all of the classic Monopoly properties including hotels, railroads,
housing, and more! Ready to play? Then start with a free, ad-supported version of Monopoly by Parker Brothers! If you'd like

to unlock more features, purchase an in-app upgrade. Features include: - Battle, board-wide and property-wide - Monopoly
original properties such as gas stations, hotels, and more - Enjoy a fun and fast board game experience with the "Find the Green

House" game mode - Purchase properties for money and power - Take on friends and see who is the richest - Enjoy rich
graphics, custom animations, and an original score *Keep checking this app for updates and new features! If you like Monopoly
and need more Monopoly games, we recommend that you try Monopoly Classic and Monopoly London.  What's New Bug fixes
and improvements. App Description Monopoly by Parker Brothers, the classic Hasbro board game, now available on your iPad!

Discover, build, and buy properties, hotels, and railways to roll the dice and gain control of the board. Free Game Features.
Battles, board-wide and property-wide. The ultimate goal is to control all of the properties in the game and become 82157476af
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